
Sample College Essay Questions 
Grades and test scores are important when applying for college admission, but it takes 
a lot more than "the numbers" to tell your story. The essay is a chance to provide a 
snapshot of who you are – your voice, your experiences, your goals.  Below are some 
essay tips along with actual examples of essay questions used by the Common 
Application, University of Washington and Western Washington University.  
 
ESSAY TIPS 
Content as well as spelling, grammar, and punctuation are considered. 
 
Some of the best statements are written as personal stories.  Your imaginative 
interpretation is welcomed. 
 
Give every part of your writing sections (personal statement, short response, etc.), your 
very best effort, presenting yourself in standard, formal English. 
 
Write like it matters, not like you’re texting.  This is an application for college, not a 
message to your BFF.  Writing i instead of I, cant for cannot, yr for you’re = not so gr8. 
 
Proofread, proofread, PROOFREAD! 
 
The Common Application Essay Prompt Examples 
 
 Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful 

they believe their application would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, 
then please share your story. 

 

 The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later 
success. Recount a time when you faced a challenge, setback, or failure. How did it 
affect you, and what did you learn from the experience? 

 

 Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What 
prompted your thinking? What was the outcome? 

 

 Describe a problem you’ve solved or a problem you’d like to solve. It can be an 
intellectual challenge, a research query, an ethical dilemma-anything that is of 
personal importance, no matter the scale. Explain its significance to you and what 
steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution. 

 

 Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal 
growth and a new understanding of yourself or others. 

 



 Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all 
track of time. Why does it captivate you? What or who do you turn to when you 
want to learn more? 

 

 Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, 
one that responds to a different prompt, or one of your own design.  

 
University of Washington – Essay & Short Response (Both Required)  
 
Essay - At the University of Washington, we consider the college essay as our 
opportunity to see the person behind the transcripts and the numbers. Some of the 
best statements are written as personal stories. In general, concise, straightforward 
writing is best, and good essays are often 300 to 400 words in length. Maximum length: 
500 words. Choose from the options listed below. 

Tell a story from your life, describing an experience that either demonstrates your 
character or helped to shape it. 

Describe a time when you made a meaningful contribution to others in which the 
greater good was your focus. Discuss the challenges and rewards of making your 
contribution. 

Has there been a time when you’ve had a long-cherished or accepted belief challenged? 
How did you respond? How did the challenge affect your beliefs? 

What is the hardest part of being a teenager now? What’s the best part? What advice 
would you give younger siblings or friends (assuming they would listen to you)? 

Submit an essay on a topic of your choice. 

 
Short Response - Maximum length: 300 words 

Our families and communities often define us and our individual worlds.  Community 
might refer to your cultural group, extended family, religious group, neighborhood or 
school, sports team or club, co-workers, etc.  Describe the world you come from and 
how you, as a product of it, might add to the diversity of the University of Washington. 

 
Western Washington University – Essay Questions 
 
Students are asked to respond to one of the prompts below as part of the application 
for admission. Most essay responses are about 500 words, but this is only a 
recommendation, not a firm limit. Feel free to take what space is necessary for you to 
tell your story. 



 
 Share a meaningful experience and how this has helped shape you in your preparation 

for college. This could be related to your passions, commitments, leadership 
experience, family or cultural background. 

 
 Describe any activities you have been involved in related to diversity or 

multiculturalism and explain how you will actively contribute to a diverse campus 
community at Western. 

 
 Admissions Essay – topic of your choice. If you have written another essay that 

captures what you want the Admissions Committee to know about you, feel free to 
share it with us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


